
Washer Toss Instructions
This portable version of washer toss is much like the game of horseshoes. Build one for the goal
cylinders). You may reduce this distance for younger players. The Go! Gater® Bean Bag Toss -
Washer Toss Set is the perfect combo game for the whole family. Whether you are tailgating,
camping, or hanging out.

Boxes are placed approximately 20 feet away from each
other, a distance often The original version of Washer Toss
created in Texas during the oil boom.
One of Internet's Biggest and unique woodwork advice and guides Washer toss game distance
between boxes videos and guides. On our website you will. Discover thousands of images about
Washer Toss Game on Pinterest, a visual Yard Game Rules / Other Yard & Garden Projects -
Washer Toss Game Plans Washer toss is one of the hottest outdoor games on the market. Each
game includes instructions, 8 washers (2 sets of 4) and two washer toss boards.

Washer Toss Instructions
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Bolaball Washer Toss 2 targets made of solid wood, 2 sets of coloured
metal washers. Rules & Instructions of the game. Online Price. Less.
Your Price $47.99. Washers Game: Rules, Scoring & Instructions For
Building Your Own Washer Toss Games Only $30 - Saint John
Classifieds & Forums.

2 Bean Bag Toss Targets, 8 Bean Bags in 2 team colors, Complete Set of
Game Rules and Instructions. Washer Toss: 2 Collapsible Washer Toss
Targets Amazon.com : NCAA Arkansas Razorbacks Washer Toss Game
: Sports Fan Each game includes, instructions, 8 washers (2 Sets of 4)
and Two Washer Toss. For Sale: Washers Toss Game and It's a fun game
to play in the backyard. Asking $45.00 for each set and with the
washers. The Washers game instructions.

Pro Washer Toss Three Hole Backyard
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Tailgate Game Find out the full specifics and
Easy.
It also comes with two washer toss boards which are lightweight and
sturdy. Get the NCAA Washer Toss Game Set from Tailgate Toss, which
is officially licensed by the NFL, NCAA and MLB. Features: Includes 8
washer toss instructions. Test your tossing accuracy skill with this
Washer Toss Game Set from Hathaway. Perfect choice for indoor or
outdoor play. The GoSports Standard Ladder Toss game was designed to
provide all the fun of a bag full of countless parts and vague assembly
directions that turn fun into frustration. We have our newest version of
our wood washer toss game in stock. Sportcraft Outdoor Washer Toss
Party Game. High Grade pine frame. Previous set of photos. Game Rules
Players score points by tossing washers. Each washer tailgate game set
includes instructions, 3 black and 3 grey washers, and 2 washer toss
boards that attach together to create a portable carrying. Enjoy hours of
pregame fun with the NCAA & NFL Team Washer Toss. to choose
from, - 5 pro teams to choose from, - 2 washer toss boards, -
Instructions.

Made of polyurethane foam, polypropylene, gravel stone and plastic,
Includes 3 red washers, 3 blue washers, 2 target boxes and detailed game
instructions.

Alphabetically: Z-A, Price: Low to High, Price: High to Low, Date: New
to Old, Date: Old to New. Basketball 3 Hole Washer Toss from $
169.99. + Quick Shop.

But they aren't the only toss games gaining traction. Here are three more
Washer boards with one or three holes range from $50 to $150. The
extra stuff: If you.

Gater Ladderball/Bean Bag Toss and Washer Toss at Walmart.com. 6



bean bags, 6 washers in two team colors, 1 complete set of game rules
and instructions.

Each game includes instructions, 8 washers (2 sets of 4) and 2 washer
toss boxes. 8 washers (2 sets of 4) 2 washer toss boxes Features the
Cowboys logo. Our Washer Toss Games are built here in the USA. We
hand build every set and are very proud of our quality! Our washer toss
game rules are listed under. 2 Washer Toss boards, 8 washers (2 sets of
4), Game instructions, Boards fasten together to create a storage box,
Officially licensed, Target Size: L 13.75" x W. 

Washoes is just another version of washer toss. Simple to learn but
challenging enough to keep adults and children occupied for hours.
Rules are simp.. Amazon.com : Wild Sports The Original Washer Toss
Game : Sports & Outdoors. only 6 washers, but the picture shows 8, and
the included instructions. MD Sports Wooden Washer Toss Game in
Sporting Goods, Outdoor Sports, Other diameter washers, One (1)
Complete set of instructions and game rules.
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Washer Locker - Washer Toss Game Metal Washer Storage Solution. ◅. ▻. Washer (approx.
distance between small washer and last pin setting) * Zinc plated.
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